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- Private ownerships marked with revenue lines
- STP & Wetland under construction
- Vishramsthali - Abandoned pilgrim accommodations
- Private ownerships - Reclaimed land for development
- Reclaimed & plotted residential colony - Vaishalinagar
- Chaupati - lake front garden
- Circuit House
- Daulat Bagh & Outlet Sluice
- Public Ghats
- Mahaveer Colony
- Anasagar Lake, Ajmer
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Physical characteristics

Inlet drain flowing from Foysagar

Submerged STP plant

Ramprasad Ghat

Chaupati

Outlet Sluice

Boating at foothill of Hanuman Temple

Pavillons at the embankment

Daulat Bagh at the embankment
Anasagar Lake, Ajmer

Human activities

- Breathing
- Fishing
- Fancying
- Boating
- Watching
- All in one
- Feeding
- Bathing
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